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複習：空間相依性或空間自相關

Moran’s I coefficient

W

N: no. of spatial units

: a matrix of spatial weights 

(sum of all          )



複習：Moran Correlogram
Correlogram: plot distance on X-axis against correlation coefficient on Y-axis



複習：Simple Linear Regression Model



Geostatistical approach: Random field (隨機場)

Temperature

random variable, mu = 0

Z(s): a regionalized random variable that is associated with a true 
measurement, z(s), that characterizes the quantity of a variable 
at point s.



Stationary 穩定態

Variogram (變異元)



Variogram

 A variogram might be thought of as 
“dissimilarity between point values as a 
function of distance”, such that the dissimilarity 
is greater for points that are farther apart

Variogram (變異元)



Variogram: Mathematical definition

N(h): the number of paired comparisons at lag h.



Semivariogram
半變異元圖
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Concept of 
Semivariogram



Fitting a Variogram Model

 Now, we’re going to fit a variogram model (i.e., curve) to the 
empirical variogram

 That is, based on the shape of the empirical variogram, 
different variogram curves might be fit

 The curve fitting generally employs the method of least 
squares – the same method that’s used in regression analysis



Variogram Model



The Variogram Parameters

 The variogram models are a function of three parameters, 
known as the range, the sill, and the nugget.

 Semivariance value where it flattens out is called a “sill.” 

 The distance range for which there is a slope is called the 
“neighborhood”; this is where there is positive spatial 
structure

 The intercept is called the “nugget” and represents random 
noise that is spatially independent



Variogram Models

spherical model

exponential model

power function



Variogram Models

spherical model

• the most widely used.

• Monotonically non-decreasing: 
as h increases, the value of γ(h) does not 
decrease - i.e., it goes up (until h≤r) or 
stays the same (h>r)

nugget (sill-nugget)

range



Variogram Models

exponential model

• similar to the spherical model, but assumes that the correlation 

never reaches exactly zero, regardless of how great the distances 

between points are

• In other words, the variogram approaches the value of the sill 

asymptotically

• Because the sill is never actually reached, the range is generally 

considered to be the smallest distance after which the covariance 

is 5% or less of the maximum covariance

• The model is monotonically increasing

– I.e., as h goes up, so does γ(h)



Variogram Models



Variogram Models



Variogram Models

The Wave (Hole-Effect) Model
the waves exhibit a periodic pattern. A 
non-standard form of spatial 
autocorrelation applies. Peaks are 
similar in values to other peaks, and 
troughs are similar in values to other 
troughs. However, note the dampening 
in the covariogram and variogram 
below: That is, peaks that are closer 
together have values that are more 
correlated than peaks that are father 
apart (and same holds for troughs).



Steps of Variogram Modeling

(a) sampling locations (n=155) and measured variable

(b) variogram cloud showing semivariances for all pairs



Steps of Variogram Modeling (cont’d)

(c) semivariances aggregated to lags of about 100 m

(d) the final variogram model fitting



應用實例介紹



農村地域多功能指數



半變異元分析

range nugget sill



Lab: Variogram (Exploring data)

 安裝R套件 gstat



Data: 台灣環保署空氣品質測站資料
(shape file)

73 obs. x 16 variables 



R code: loading data



Exploring distance vs. variance

variogram cloud 

Dist.(h) vs. [z(x+h)-z(x)]2



Exploring distance vs. variance (R code)

Dist.(h) vs. [z(x+h)-z(x)]2



Using variogram() function in R



Using variogram() function in R



Fitting a Variogram Model

Sill,  func. range, nugget



Sill,  func. range, nugget





Geostatistical Approach to
Spatial Interpolation:
using semivariogram

Input Process                           Output

Next: Spatial Prediction



期末考重點：空間相依的特性

 Spatial autocorrelation: Moran’s I index

 Spatial weighting matrix

 Monte-Carlo significance test

 Moran scatter plot and correlograms

 Local Moran (LISA) and Gi*(d) statistics

 Semivariogram analysis


